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Darkfall
War has come. Nya’s the one who brought it.
And the people love her for it. With Baseer in
shambles and Geveg now an impenetrable
military stronghold, Nya and the Underground
have fled to a safer location—without Tali. Nya
is guilt-ridden over leaving her sister behind
and vows to find her, but with the rebellion in
full swing and refugees flooding the Three
Territories, she fears she never will. The Duke,
desperate to reclaim the throne as his own, has
rallied his powerful army. And they are on the
move, destroying anyone who gets in the way. To
save her sister, her family, and her people, Nya
needs to stay ahead of the Duke’s army and find
a way to build one of her own. Past hurts must
be healed, past wrongs must be righted, and
Nya must decide: Is she merely a pawn in the
rebellion, a symbol of hope—or is she ready to
be a hero?
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Romance,
Alternative, Paranormal, Werewolves, Public
Exhibition, Romantic Suspense, Shape-shifter,
Consensual BDSM, Flogging, Sex Toys, MM,
HEA] Alessio's Fall Werewolf Beta Alessio
Esteban believes rules exist for a reason…until a
one-night-stand turns out to be more than he
bargained for. A powerful hunter with a
submissive heart, Kelias Cervantes is Alessio’s
perfect match, but Kelias comes with strings
attached. The heat threatening to erupt between
Alessio and Kelias is undeniable, and Alessio
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can’t help but lust for the forbidden. As a halfblood demon raised by a fanatic group of human
hunters, Kelias is the best in his field. He has
one job. Assassinate the Beta of the Darkfall
Mountain Pack and cripple the pack’s power
structure. Failure means death, but the last
thing Kelias wants is to kill Alessio. Kelias
knows he shouldn’t want Alessio this much. He
has trouble refusing the domineering Beta but
he simply can’t abandon all his beliefs and the
only family he’s ever known. Will accepting
Alessio’s mating call trigger their fall? Jared's
Heart Ten years ago, a drunk driver ran over
Jared Hudson’s family. Thanks to the
intervention of the Darkfall Mountain Pack,
Jared and his sister became survivors,
predators, and werewolves. A decade is plenty of
time for Jared to plot his vengeance. He’s
digging two graves, his own and his parent’s
murderers, but it doesn’t matter. Jared plans to
see this tale to the end, even if it costs him his
own life. The one thing Jared didn’t account for?
Falling in love with the man he swore to kill.
Bear shifter Matthias Jensen has spent plenty of
time behind bars. He’s balanced the scales. Paid
plenty for his penance, but it doesn’t seem
enough. When a mouthy pup threatens to kill
him, Matt instantly recognizes Jared as his
mate. He’s dreamed of begging for forgiveness.
Matthias thought he was ready to die for his
sins, until he realizes that there’s something
else worth living for—a future with his
unexpected mate.
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
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Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA]
Ever since werewolf A.J. Rogers lost his arm and
his boyfriend, he's become half a man. Worse,
he's half a werewolf, and A.J believes a flawed
shifter isn't any good to anyone. The Darkfall
Mountain Pack is A.J's only family. The wolves
are supportive, but A.J. doesn't want pity and
sympathy. He wants to build a home with a mate
who doesn't care about his disability, but he
doubts that is still a possibility...until he meets
Brian. Finally free from the humans eager to
treat him as a science experiment, Brian Wells
isn't sure if freedom is what he really wants.
Scarred inside and out, nothing in the world
makes any sense anymore, especially now that
Brian can't return to his old life. Meeting A.J. is
exactly what Brian needs. Can he convince the
dominant wolf they're two broken souls perfect
for each other? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, shapeshifters, HEA] City slicker Bo Ramirez
reluctantly agreed to spend the weekend
camping in the Darkfall woods with his
outdoorsy werebear boyfriend. When Bo turns
from lover to food and there is no one else in
the woods to hear his cry for help. Dominant
werewolf Garret Marks is a part of the Darkfall
Mountain Pack. The lone wolf of the pack,
Garret's peaceful solitary existence is shattered
when an injured human male stumbles into his
property. Garret smelled trouble the moment Bo
crashed into his life. Bo's stalker crazy shifter
boyfriend is out for Bo's blood, but it's really
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none of Garret's business. Something about Bo
calls to Garret though. The human drags all of
Garret's protective animalistic instincts to the
surface, preventing Garret from walking away.
** A Siren Erotic Romance
Book One of the Legendsong
Sergio's Obsession [Darkfall Mountain Pack 3]
A Bane of Dukes
Heart of the Pack [Darkfall Mountain Pack 14]
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance,
M/M, vampires, werewolves, bondage, sex toys, HEA] Vampire
fledgling Silas looked forward to spending eternity with his sire and
master of his heart--until human hunters shattered that dream. Taken
captive and tortured, Silas loses all hope. He begins to crave death
when a rampaging werewolf saves his life. Dominant werewolf Harley
Jameson is usually the kind of guy who stays out of trouble. Despite
being a member of the vicious Darkfall Mountain pack, Harley wants
to live an ordinary life. Normal flew out the window the moment his
wolf scented the injured vampire. A bloodsucker isn't a werewolf's
ideal mate, but Silas brings all of Harley's territorial instincts to the
surface. Alone and cornered, Harley and Silas must take on the greatest
fight of their lives. Can they survive long enough see if the sparks
between them are real, and if they have a future together? ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
The songs of this Saga, of these four tales, speak of the story of Darkfallof dead kings and corrupt dukes, of broken heroes and ignoble
legends, of spoiled ambition and wanton lust. The people of Darkfall
clamor for reform, to be freed of the burdening chains the dukes have
placed on them. They flock to a man who promises a different realm.
Yet even so, the forces of loyalty and honor are at work against the
would-be savior. This song is twined with order and turmoil, ruin and
riches, and life and death-all in the pursuit of the melody that forms the
chorus of this saga's song. All four tales join to one. But which tales
lead to glory? And which lead to Darkfall's demise?
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***This is a re-release of a previously published book under the same
title but in a different series. This edition of Out of the Ashes has been
extensively reworked with over 100 pages of additional content and
professional editing. While the storyline remains the same, the details,
timeline, and characters are better developed.***Alexi, a sub without a
Dom. Lucas, a Dom without a sub. Two police officers, both with
traumatic pasts, who may just be the perfect match they've both been
searching for. Alexi has been hurting ever since his dramatic and very
public break up with Chase, but he doesn't have time to deal with any
of that right now. He has to put everything else aside when the very
man he's trying to forget brings a horrifying story, from Chase's private
BDSM club, Darkfall, to his attention. Alexi's captain is aware of his
lifestyle and thinks that Alexi is the perfect detective for this particular
assignment. Knowing that if he goes undercover he will need a partner
to play his Dom, Alexi believes that Lucas is the only one who can pull
it off.Lucas has been watching. He has seen Alexi's pain and the way he
and Chase have been hurting each other. He wants to put a stop to it,
but he's been waiting for the right moment. When he is told about
what happened at Darkfall and Alexi's plans to go undercover, he
realizes that this is his chance to make Alexi his boy. He's determined
that Alexi will be his, but for a lot longer than this assignment is going
to last. Now they must work together, risk their lives to go undercover
and take down a dangerous group that is hiding some big secrets. The
risk is extremely high, but Lucas and Alexi refuse to fail the victims.
Can they find love amid a dangerous assignment, or will the fear and
pain from their pasts stop them from being able to trust each other
completely? ***This book is intended for Mature Audiences, 18 and
older only. Sexually explicit scenes, graphic language, and forced
consent (and at times worse) which may offend some readers. If any of
this is a trigger, please do not read. This book has content of torture,
abuse, and murder told in a flashback. These scenes are extremely
explicit.***
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance,
M/M, shape-shifters, werewolves, HEA] Dominant wolf Ryan
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Sandoval has two priorities--protect his pack in his brother's stead and
find his missing sister. He didn't factor in the arrival of a submissive
Darkfall wolf, one whose presence ensnares all of his senses. Nathan is
sexy, brave, and isn't afraid to speak his mind. He's also Ryan's mate,
but with so many things at stake, Ryan can't afford any distractions. A
single night of passion changes everything. Nathan is everything he
ever imagined and more. But news from two strangers shatters their
newfound happiness. Nathan smelled a trap the moment two hawk
shifters approached them. He's always been moved by reason, but he
can't leave Ryan on his own. Despite not knowing each other long,
Nathan knows his heart and body belong to Ryan. Nathan intends to
follow his mate, even to certain death. Can he convince Ryan to leave
the past behind and look forward to their unwritten future? ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
DARKFALL MOUNTAIN PACK V05 BRI
Logan's Second Chance [Darkfall Mountain Pack 10]
Saving Riley [Darkfall Mountain Pack 8]
The Servants of Twilight

[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, werewolves, shape-shifters, sex toys,
HEA] Dominant werewolf and enforcer for the Darkfall
Mountain Pack, Isaac Bennett has always wanted
submissive tabby shifter Oren Frye. Sexy, snarky, and
smart, Oren embodies all the qualities Isaac wants in a
mate--except Oren chose Isaac's best friend. Isaac tried
to do the decent thing. To forget, Isaac moved to a new
town and pack, but time only worsened the ache and
longing. Ten years has passed, and Oren comes
knocking on Isaac's door, seeking sanctuary and
carrying an urn of ashes. Oren doesn't know what to
expect. Gone is the shy young wolf he met years ago.
Domineering and protective, Isaac kindles a need inside
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Oren he never expected to feel again. Oren has loved
and lost. He doesn't think he deserves a second chance
with a great guy like Isaac, but Isaac seems determined
to chip at Oren's defenses until Oren says "yes." ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Darien Lauchlin is determined to find a refuge for the
people of Malikar by any means necessary-even if it
means conquering the nations he formerly swore to
protect. Only one side of the War for the Rhen will
emerge victorious, and the survival of an entire
population hangs in the balance.
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Forced to return to
his hometown after not being able to find a job in the city,
things go from bad to worse for new graduate Jordie
Simmons. Jordie survived a car accident, but a broken
leg becomes the least of his worries. His brother's best
friend Matt is trouble with a capital T. The fact Matt is a
werewolf and a member of the Darkfall Mountain Pack
doesn't scare Jordie as much as the way his body reacts
to Matt. Jordie is afraid once Matt has his way with him,
Jordie will only beg for more. A werewolf has better
things to do on a Friday night than baby sit his best
friend's brother. Matt has known Jordie all his life, but
Matt doesn't recognize the gorgeous scowling young
man. Matt's wolf knows Jordie is his mate. He has
always kept his distance, knowing he'll lose his best
friend, but Matt is done waiting. Jordie will be his, no
matter the cost. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Darkfall is a potent and unforgettable work of compelling
writing about an adolescence lived in an Australian
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country town in the 1980s: desolate, dusty and bleak.
Indigo Perry's narrative is a journey of grief, arranged
around a score of music from alternative and post-punk
sources, music unavailable outside cities in an age
before the internet. This music, she contends, provides
an imagined soundtrack, a ballast, for her isolation.
Darkfall identifies a legacy of extreme toxic masculinity
and gendered violence, containing little in the way of
justice. The author's deep retrospective unstitching of
her reality is presented to us with profound poetic
strength, uncovering the power that resilience can
unleash on an adult body. It is an act of recovery and
reclamation.
Rise from a Dark Fall
Darkfall Mountain Pack, Volume 7 [Ryan's Predicament
Mating Kian [Darkfall Mountain Pack 12]
DARKFALL MOUNTAIN PACK V03 JAR

[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
vampires, werewolves, shape-shifters,
bondage, sex toys, HEA] GARRET'S
DILEMMA: Dominant werewolf Garret Marks
is a part of the Darkfall Mountain
Pack. The lone wolf of the pack,
Garret's peaceful solitary existence is
shattered when an injured human male
stumbles into his property. The human
drags all of Garret's protective
animalistic instincts to the surface,
preventing Garret from walking away.
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HARLEY'S GAMBLE: Taken captive and
tortured by hunters, vampire Silas
begins to crave death when a rampaging
werewolf saves his life. A bloodsucker
isn't a werewolf's ideal mate, but
Silas brings all of Harley's
territorial instincts to the surface.
Alone and cornered, can Harley and
Silas survive long enough see if they
have a future together? SERGIO'S
OBSESSION: To strengthen his pack,
Alpha Sergio Esteban must marry from
the enemy pack. Too bad Sergio plays
for the all-male team and is more
interested in his bride-to-be's
brother, Ron. Sergio has always placed
the needs of his pack before his own.
But this time, he intends to claim his
obsession, no matter the stakes.
Stealing aboard the mechamagical
Thunder Trains that carry undead souls
to the dreaded outlands, the elfin
Spyre and the ferran Mara escort a
renegade mechamage to the site of a
bold plan of rebellion. Original.
Who is more foolish - the child afraid
of the dark or the man afraid of the
light? A deadly villain threatens New
York City in Dean Koontz's gripping
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thriller, Darkfall. Perfect for fans of
Stephen King and Harlan Coben. 'In
every industry there exist 'artists'
that are not only unforgettable, but
know their craft better than the rest.
Dean Koontz...is among these artisans'
- Suspense Magazine Baba Lavelle is a
stranger in New York. A stranger with a
mission to break the Mafia stranglehold
on the city's drug traffic, and take it
over himself. He has no guns, no army
of hoods, no friends in high places.
But he has the Power - magical,
ancient, and terrifyingly brutal. The
power that thrives in darkness... What
readers are saying about Darkfall: 'A
brilliant book that had me checking
over my shoulder for days after
finishing it!' 'Horror and terror going
at a breakneck pace through the snow
filled streets of New York City'
'Darkfall was gripping, scary and kept
you on your toes. Hooked'
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
werewolves, HEA] As a new member of the
Darkfall Mountain pack, Kian is sent to
spy on a new wolf pack in their old
hometown. With a war brewing on the
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horizon, the pack needs allies. Kian
isn't aware that the Alpha of the pack
he is supposed to recruit is watching
his every move. Noel is nothing like
Kian expected. The Alpha is
domineering, rough, and yet there is a
soft side to Noel, too. The harder Kian
fights his attraction, the closer Noel
and he become. Noel is Alpha of the
Blood Ruby pack. He is suspicious of
outsiders, and Kian seems to have
knowledge of the massive kidnapping
operation run by humans. With his
sister missing, Noel needs answers, and
Kian is the key. Noel takes Kian
captive, though the last thing Noel
expects is Kian's compliance. Finding
out Kian is his fated mate complicates
matters. Sparks fly between them, but
can their love survive the secrets and
suspicion? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Alessio's Fall [Darkfall Mountain Pack
4]
A remorselessly terrifying and powerful
thriller
The Darkfall Mountain Pack Collection,
Volume 2
Heart of the Pack] (Siren Publishing
Classic Manlove)
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As a brutal storm unleashes its fury on the
city, detective Jack Cardiff and his squad
investigate the mysterious disappearance of
employees from a high-rise building where
only a grisly clue is left, plunging them into
a nightmarish world of unimaginable horror
and evil. Original.
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves,
HEA] To strengthen the Darkfall Mountain
pack, Alpha Sergio Esteban must marry a
she-wolf from the enemy pack. Too bad
Sergio plays for the all-male team and is
more interested in his bride-to-be's halfblood brother, Ron. Sergio has always
placed the needs of his pack before his own.
But this time, he intends to claim his
obsession, no matter the stakes. As the
weakest omega on the roster and the runt
of the litter, Ron Silverback is used to being
abused and kicked around. When Sergio
unexpectedly shows interest, Ron finally
has a way out. But choosing Sergio might
mean making an enemy of his own family,
and starting a war. Sergio's love, a future,
and his freedom...are three things Ron
never envisioned having, but they're
something worth fighting for. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
DarkfallPenguin
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Romance,
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Alternative, Paranormal, Werewolves,
Shape-shifters, Sex Toys, MM, HEA] Longing
for Isaac- Dominant werewolf and enforcer
for the Darkfall Mountain Pack, Isaac
Bennett has always wanted submissive
tabby shifter Oren Frye. Sexy, snarky, and
smart, Oren embodies all the qualities Isaac
wants in a mate—except Oren chose Isaac’s
best friend. Isaac tried to do the decent
thing. To forget, Isaac moved to a new town
and pack, but time only worsened the ache
and longing. Ten years has passed, and
Oren comes knocking on Isaac’s door,
seeking sanctuary and carrying an urn of
ashes. Oren doesn’t know what to expect.
Gone is the shy young wolf he met years
ago. Domineering and protective, Isaac
kindles a need inside Oren he never
expected to feel again. Oren has loved and
lost. He doesn’t think he deserves a second
chance with a great guy like Isaac, but Isaac
seems determined to chip at Oren’s
defenses until Oren says "yes." Wanting
Jordie- Forced to return to his hometown
after not being able to find a job in the city,
things go from bad to worse for new
graduate Jordie Simmons. Jordie survived a
car accident, but a broken leg becomes the
least of his worries. His brother’s best
friend Matt is trouble with a capital T. The
fact Matt is a werewolf and a member of the
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Darkfall Mountain Pack doesn’t scare Jordie
as much as the way his body reacts to Matt.
Jordie is afraid once Matt has his way with
him, Jordie will only beg for more. A
werewolf has better things to do on a Friday
night than baby sit his best friend’s brother.
Matt has known Jordie all his life, but Matt
doesn’t recognize the gorgeous scowling
young man. Matt’s wolf knows Jordie is his
mate. He has always kept his distance,
knowing he’ll lose his best friend, but Matt
is done waiting. Jordie will be his, no matter
the cost.
Dino's Little Wolf [Darkfall Mountain Pack
11]
Jared's Heart [Darkfall Mountain Pack 5]
Harley's Gamble [Darkfall Mountain Pack 2]
Garret's Dilemma [Darkfall Mountain Pack 1]
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, shape-shifter, werewolves, HEA] The
war is coming to an end. Sergio Esteban is the Alpha of
the Darkfall Mountain pack. He's tasked with making
the hard decisions, but the war has taken its toll.
Sergio's lost his sister and far too many pack mates, and
he's on the verge of losing his mate and son. Vengeance
was once enough, but not anymore. Sergio needs to
remember the spark he once had for his mate, Ron, or
risk losing everything. Omega wolf Ron knows it's his
job to support his powerful mate, no matter what
happens. With a traitor in the pack, Ron knows they
have to keep their friends close and their enemies even
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closer. One major and final decisive battle looms on the
horizon. Together, Sergio and Ron must fight their own
demons. Can the strength of their love carve a path to
victory? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Terror strikes when four hideously disfigured corpses
are discovered over the course of four days
No one is born talented or successful. Its the hard work
that makes us successful. This book is a collection of ten
short stories. Each story revolves around a different face
of time in life. Each character of each story faces
problems but overcomes them with time. Life is just like
a roller coaster. We should peacefully sit and enjoy the
ride. If we panic, we may fall down. It has some ups and
downs, but these ups and downs help our fear go away.
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, shape-shifters, HEA] Riley Stevens is a
deficient Omega who can't shift. Even worse, Riley has
no reliable mate or pack to fall back on. Taken by
human scientists eager to take apart and study the
supernatural, Riley thinks all hope is lost...until the
transport convoy he's in is attacked by a powerful
dominant werewolf. Zack Simmons is supposed to be
watching the Darkfall Mountain Pack's borders and
warn off intruders. When his wolf catches wind of
Riley's scent, Zack abandons his post and attacks a
human convoy. It's strange, Zack is usually calm and
logical, but something about Riley calls to the dormant
primitive urges within him to protect and keep. It's full
moon season and he suspects Riley is his mate. But Zack
has never committed himself to one man before and
Riley is terrified to trust again. Can they make things
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work? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
#10
A Thriller
Wanting Jordie [Darkfall Mountain Pack 7]
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Paranormal Romantic Suspense, M/M,
werewolves, shape-shifters, consensual BDSM,
flogging, sex toys, HEA] Ten years ago, a
drunk driver ran over Jared Hudson's family.
Thanks to the intervention of the Darkfall
Mountain Pack, Jared and his sister became
survivors, predators, and werewolves. A
decade is plenty of time for Jared to plot
his vengeance. He's digging two graves, his
own and his parent's murderers, but it
doesn't matter. Jared plans to see this tale
to the end, even if it costs him his own
life. The one thing Jared didn't account for?
Falling in love with the man he swore to
kill. Bear shifter Matthias Jensen has spent
plenty of time behind bars. He's balanced the
scales. Paid plenty for his penance, but it
doesn't seem enough. When a mouthy pup
threatens to kill him, Matt instantly
recognizes Jared as his mate. He's dreamed of
begging for forgiveness. Matthias thought he
was ready to die for his sins, until he
realizes that there's something else worth
living for--a future with his unexpected
mate. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Jared's Heart [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
Alternative Paranormal Romantic Suspense,
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M/M, werewolves, shape-shifters, consensual
BDSM, flogging, sex toys, HEA] Ten years ago,
a drunk driver ran over Jared Hudson's
family. Thanks to the intervention of the
Darkfall Mountain Pack, Jared and his sister
became survivors, predators, and werewolves.
A decade is plenty of time for Jared to plot
his vengeance. He's digging two graves, his
own and his parent's murderers, but it
doesn't matter. Jared plans to see this tale
to the end, even if it costs him his own
life. The one thing Jared didn't account for?
Falling in love with the man he swore to
kill. Bear shifter Matthias Jensen has spent
plenty of time behind bars. He's balanced the
scales. Paid plenty for his penance, but it
doesn't seem enough. When a mouthy pup
threatens to kill him, Matt instantly
recognizes Jared as his mate. He's dreamed of
begging for forgiveness. Matthias thought he
was ready to die for his sins, until he
realizes that there's something else worth
living for--a future with his unexpected
mate. ** Longing for Isaac [Siren Classic
ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, werewolves, shape-shifters, sex
toys, HEA] Dominant werewolf and enforcer for
the Darkfall Mountain Pack, Isaac Bennett has
always wanted submissive tabby shifter Oren
Frye. Sexy, snarky, and smart, Oren embodies
all the qualities Isaac wants in a
mate--except Oren chose Isaac's best friend.
Isaac tried to do the decent thing. To
forget, Isaac moved to a new town and pack,
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but time only worsened the ache and longing.
Ten years has passed, and Oren comes knocking
on Isaac's door, seeking sanctuary and
carrying an urn of ashes. Oren doesn't know
what to expect. Gone is the shy young wolf he
met years ago. Domineering and protective,
Isaac kindles a need inside Oren he never
expected to feel again. Oren has loved and
lost. He doesn't think he deserves a second
chance with a great guy like Isaac, but Isaac
seems determined to chip at Oren's defenses
until Oren says "yes." ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Garret's Dilemma [Siren Classic ManLove:
Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
werewolves, shape-shifters, HEA] City slicker
Bo Ramirez reluctantly agreed to spend the
weekend camping in the Darkfall woods with
his outdoorsy werebear boyfriend. But when Bo
turns from lover to food, there is no one
else in the woods to hear his cry for help.
Dominant werewolf Garret Marks is a part of
the Darkfall Mountain Pack. The lone wolf of
the pack, Garret's peaceful solitary
existence is shattered when an injured human
male stumbles into his property. Garret
smelled trouble the moment Bo crashed into
his life. Bo's stalker crazy shifter
boyfriend is out for Bo's blood, but it's
really none of Garret's business. Something
about Bo calls to Garret though. The human
drags all of Garret's protective animalistic
instincts to the surface, preventing Garret
from walking away. ** Harley's Gamble [Siren
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Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Paranormal Romance, M/M, vampires,
werewolves, bondage, sex toys, HEA] Vampire
fledgling Silas looked forward to spending
eternity with his sire and master of his
heart--until human hunters shattered that
dream. Taken captive and tortured, Silas
loses all hope. He begins to crave death when
a rampaging werewolf saves his life. Dominant
werewolf Harley Jameson is usually the kind
of guy who stays out of trouble. Despite
being a member of the vicious Darkfall
Mountain pack, Harley wants to live an
ordinary life. Normal flew out the window the
moment his wolf scented the injured vampire.
A bloodsucker isn't a werewolf's ideal mate,
but Silas brings all of Harley's territorial
instincts to the surface. Alone and cornered,
Harley and Silas must take on the greatest
fight of their lives. Can they survive long
enough see if the sparks between them are
real, and if they have a future together? **
A Siren Erotic Romance
Fans of JODI ELLEN MALPAS and SYLVIA DAY will
enjoy the first installment of this dark and
heated opposites-attract romance exploring
obsessive lust, dangerous passion, and two
tangled hearts free-falling on a devastating
descent. DARKER THAN LOVE . . . From the
outside looking in, Dr. Alex Marlowe has it
all. A comfortable middle-class upbringing, a
great job as a GP, a picturesque cottage in a
quiet village, and all the support she could
need to get over her cheating ex-fiancé. So,
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when dark and dangerous Jake Lawrence appears
bleeding on the doorstep of her late-night
surgery in London's East End, she isn't
prepared for the myriad of feelings he leaves
behind. DEEPER THAN LUST . . . Respected and
feared in London's violent criminal
underworld, Jake lives the furthest life from
Alex's safe suburban existence, yet he can't
get the classy doctor out of his mind. He's
forged his reputation from nothing on these
streets, but no amount of fancy cars or highend apartments can make him feel as if he
belongs. Could Alex finally be his key to
redemption, or will his growing obsession
only lead them both into greater danger? A
FALL SO HARD THERE'S NO COMING BACK. One
thing's for sure: Neither of them want to let
go. But with so many secrets lurking in the
shadows, Jake's relentless pursuit of Alex
starts to attract some unsavory attention.
With all eyes on them and no clear way out,
Alex soon realizes she hasn't just fallen in
love...but into something much darker. "Ms.
Drake is an author to watch. Hers is a rare
talent, her books raw, passionate, yet
measured . . ." -EA Carter, author of The
Transcendence Series "A Dark Fall is a
beautiful book, filled with stunning
internalizations, vivid detail, and
breathtaking love scenes, all while tackling
uncomfortable truths about prejudices,
societal biases, and whether one can ever be
truly worthy of redemption . . ." -Early
Reader Review "Loved this entire story!
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Written beautifully, enhanced with great
characters (even the evil ones). I caught
myself thinking of Alex & Jake when my phone
was nowhere around . . ." -Early Reader
Review
Darkfall
Ryan's Predicament [Darkfall Mountain Pack
13]
The Healing Wars: Book III: Darkfall
Darkfall Mountain Pack, Volume 1 [Garret's
Dilemma

[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Logan Bowen is an
Omega who got more than he bargained for. After his
mate died, Logan's heart and soul is shattered, but he
doesn't have time to grieve. He needs to lead his
decimated pack to sanctuary and find strong allies to take
vengeance on the humans who killed his mate and other
pack members. The answer lies in Darkfall Mountain, but
will the most powerful pack in the country help a few
stray runts? The one thing Logan doesn't see coming is
Raul. Fierce and protective, Raul is an enforcer of the
Darkfall Mountain Pack. Logan doesn't he think he
deserves a second chance. However, the more time Raul
and Logan spend with each other, the brighter the heat
between them burns. When pack politics and an old
enemy resurface, they need to work together and fight for
their love. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, werewolves, public exhibition, HEA]
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Werewolf Beta Alessio Esteban believes rules exist for a
reason...until a one-night-stand turns out to be more than
he bargained for. A powerful hunter with a submissive
heart, Kelias Cervantes is Alessio's perfect match, but
Kelias comes with strings attached. The heat threatening
to erupt between Alessio and Kelias is undeniable, and
Alessio can't help but lust for the forbidden. As a halfblood demon raised by a fanatic group of human hunters,
Kelias is the best in his field. He has one job. Assassinate
the Beta of the Darkfall Mountain Pack and cripple the
pack's power structure. Failure means death, but the last
thing Alessio wants is to kill Kelias. Kelias knows he
shouldn't want Alessio this much. He has trouble refusing
the domineering Beta but he simply can't abandon all his
beliefs and the only family he's ever known. Will
accepting Alessio's mating call trigger their fall? ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Terror strikes when four hideously disfigured corpses are
discovered over the course of four days.
Darkfall marks the beginning of a stunning trilogy from
one of Australia's leading writers of fantasy. This
powerful, compelling saga, book one of The Legendsong
is set in a mysterious, uncertain world that only Carmody
could create. After the death of her parents and her
beloved instructor, Wind, Glynn devotes herself to the
care of her sick twin sister, feeling her own life to be
unimportant. One night, during a midnight swim, she is
swept across the Void to the troubled watery world of
Keltor, through a portal created to summon the mythical
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Unraveller. What is the mysterious connection between
Glynn's world and Keltor? And why does the man who
rescued her from the waves bear an eerie resemblance to
Wind? While it stands on its own as an absorbing,
seductive and powerful novel, the sequels to Darkfall will
be eagerly awaited.
The Darkfall Mountain Pack Collection, Volume 3
Brian's Freedom [Darkfall Mountain Pack 9]
Out of the Ashes
Longing for Isaac [Darkfall Mountain Pack 6]
Ryan's Predicament [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, shapeshifters, werewolves, HEA] Dominant wolf Ryan
Sandoval has two priorities--protect his pack in his
brother's stead and find his missing sister. He didn't
factor in the arrival of a submissive Darkfall wolf, one
whose presence ensnares all of his senses. Nathan is
sexy, brave, and isn't afraid to speak his mind. He's
also Ryan's mate, but with so many things at stake,
Ryan can't afford any distractions. A single night of
passion changes everything. Nathan is everything he
ever imagined and more. But news from two
strangers shatters their newfound happiness. Nathan
smelled a trap the moment two hawk shifters
approached them. He's always been moved by reason,
but he can't leave Ryan on his own. Despite not
knowing each other long, Nathan knows his heart and
body belong to Ryan. Nathan intends to follow his
mate, even to certain death. Can he convince Ryan to
leave the past behind and look forward to their
unwritten future? Heart of the Pack [Siren Classic
ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance,
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M/M, shape-shifter, werewolves, HEA] The war is
coming to an end. Sergio Esteban is the Alpha of the
Darkfall Mountain pack. He's tasked with making the
hard decisions, but the war has taken its toll. Sergio's
lost his sister and far too many pack mates, and he's
on the verge of losing his mate and son. Vengeance
was once enough, but not anymore. Sergio needs to
remember the spark he once had for his mate, Ron,
or risk losing everything. Omega wolf Ron knows it's
his job to support his powerful mate, no matter what
happens. With a traitor in the pack, Ron knows they
have to keep their friends close and their enemies
even closer. One major and final decisive battle looms
on the horizon. Together, Sergio and Ron must fight
their own demons. Can the strength of their love
carve a path to victory? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
A blizzard brings a city to a standstill and ushers in
an evil that defies imagination in this gripping tale
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Dean
Koontz. Winter gripped the city. Terror gripped it,
too. They found four corpses in four days, each more
hideous than the last. At first the cops thought they
were dealing with a psychopath. But soon they heard
eerie sounds in the ventilation system—and saw
unearthly silver eyes in the snow-slashed night. In a
city paralyzed by a blizzard, something watches,
something stalks…
Brian's Freedom [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves,
HEA] Ever since werewolf A.J. Rogers lost his arm and
his boyfriend, he's become half a man. Worse, he's
half a werewolf, and A.J believes a flawed shifter isn't
any good to anyone. The Darkfall Mountain Pack is
A.J's only family. The wolves are supportive, but A.J.
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doesn't want pity and sympathy. He wants to build a
home with a mate who doesn't care about his
disability, but he doubts that is still a
possibility...until he meets Brian. Finally free from
the humans eager to treat him as a science
experiment, Brian Wells isn't sure if freedom is what
he really wants. Scarred inside and out, nothing in
the world makes any sense anymore, especially now
that Brian can't return to his old life. Meeting A.J. is
exactly what Brian needs. Can he convince the
dominant wolf they're two broken souls perfect for
each other? ** Logan's Second Chance [Siren Classic
ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance,
M/M, werewolves, HEA] Logan Bowen is an Omega
who got more than he bargained for. After his mate
died, Logan's heart and soul is shattered, but he
doesn't have time to grieve. He needs to lead his
decimated pack to sanctuary and find strong allies to
take vengeance on the humans who killed his mate
and other pack members. The answer lies in Darkfall
Mountain, but will the most powerful pack in the
country help a few stray runts? The one thing Logan
doesn't see coming is Raul. Fierce and protective,
Raul is an enforcer of the Darkfall Mountain Pack.
Logan doesn't he think he deserves a second chance.
However, the more time Raul and Logan spend with
each other, the brighter the heat between them
burns. When pack politics and an old enemy
resurface, they need to work together and fight for
their love. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
A mother experiences a fear beyond her wildest
nightmares in this terrifying thriller from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz. An
ordinary parking lot in southern California. Christine
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Scavello and her six-year-old son are accosted by a
strange old woman. “I know who you are,” she snaps
at the boy. “I know what you are.” A scream, a
threat—and then a grotesque act of violence.
Suddenly Christine’s pride and joy, her only son, is
targeted by a group of religious fanatics. They’ve
branded him the Antichrist. They want to kill him.
And they are everywhere...
The Darkfall Mountain Pack Collection, Volume 1
[Siren Box Set]
Harley's Gamble] (Siren Publishing Classic Manlove)
Darkfall Series
A Dark Fall

[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Submissive werewolf
Martin Vasquez has always been in love with his best
friend. Always unlucky in love and life, Martin realizes he
has to move on when he receives his best friend's
wedding invitation in the mail. He didn't plan to meet his
unexpected mate in the process. The wedding is one
thing, but something dark is also brewing in the horizon.
A dominant wolf and enforcer for the Darkfall Mountain
pack, Dino Greene, hides a broken soul inside his
scarred exterior. Having recently lost his mate, Dino
believes he's had his one chance. Being territorial and
pining for another seems wrong, but Dino can't deny his
attraction. With a war with the humans looming close,
enemies form alliances and the pack needs to bolster its
defenses. Dino has no choice but to keep Martin close.
Losing Martin is not an option. Dino just needs to prove
to Martin that they deserve to be together. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
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